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Abstract

Precision designs often lack damping, which makes it difficult to achieve high

performance and sufficient robustness. This paper presents a method to increase the

open-loop cross-over frequency of a control system of positioning stages with a large

width-height-ratio by adding mechanical dampers to the system. Results are a smaller

tracking error (a factor 2 faster response) and better low-frequent disturbance

suppression.

1 Introduction

High-end processing steps often take place on positioning tables. These positioning

tables are part of high-tech motion systems with conflicting requirements like high

accelerations and accuracies in the sub-nanometer range. High frequent dynamics are

present in the mechanics and this often limits the achievable open-loop cross-over

frequency (bandwidth) of the motion system.1 Creating lightweight positioning table

designs with high natural frequencies is a classical way to enable high bandwidths.2

The damping in precision designs is generally low, which leads to large amplification

magnitudes at resonance frequencies. Monolithic designs, ceramic materials and

vacuum operating environments contribute to this lack of damping. Tuned mass

dampers (TMD) are commonly used in dynamic structures to dissipate energy and

suppress the vibration amplitude at a specific resonance frequency.3,4 In this research,

a damper with a comparable structure is used to add damping to a range of high

frequent resonances, which leads to a substantial increase in bandwidth of the

positioning table.
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2 Undamped stage behaviour and limits

An unconstrained square plate is investigated as abstracted model of a positioning

stage. This abstraction is justified by the often relatively large width-height-ratio of

these tables. An undamped modal analysis with shell elements is performed using the

finite element method (FEM), and a number of mode shapes and corresponding

natural frequencies are exported, including rigid body modes. The first mode shapes

of flat structures are characterised by large out-of-plane displacements. Therefore, the

behaviour in z-direction is studied. A state space description of the plate in modal-1

form5 is generated and a modal damping of 10-3 [-] is assumed to be present. The

plate is provided with position sensors on the corners (4x in z-direction) and force

actuators (4x in z-direction) that are located 0,2l from the plate sides with length l.

See figure 1a. A geometrical decoupling procedure with respect to the centre of

gravity (CoG) of the plate is applied to extract the transfer function in z-direction.

The decoupled transfer function in z-direction, w.r.t. the centre of gravity, is shown in

figure 1b. A controller has been designed for the plant shown in figure 1b. The

controller consists of a gain, lead-filter and 1st order low-pass filter and usual

robustness margins are applied (Mod. mar: 6 dB / Ph. mar: 30 deg / Gain mar: 6 dB).

The achieved bandwidth is 28 [Hz]. In this case, the third resonance appearing is

limiting the loop gain. This resonance lacks a preceding zero. Therefore the phase

decreases from -180 deg to -360 deg. The pole of the low-pass filter has to be placed

at relatively low frequencies to deal with this phenomenon.

(a)
(b)

Figure 1a: The undamped plate model with four actuators and four sensors in z-direction

Figure 1b: Transfer function in z-direction, decoupled around CoG
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3 Damped stage behaviour

To increase the structural damping, mass-spring-damper systems are added to the

plate corners. See figure 2a. The DoF of the masses are in z-direction and the mass

contribution of the dampers is 0.35% per damper w.r.t the plate mass. For most mode

shapes, the plate corners have relatively large displacements. Therefore, also

velocities are relatively large during vibration. Energy is extracted from the plate by

the mass-spring-damper systems, which results in damped behaviour of the

resonances. The bandwidth limiting resonances are suppressed by adjusting the

natural frequency and damping of the damper systems. See figure 2b. For comparison

reasons, a controller of the same order (number of controller components) and same

robustness margins has been designed for the damped plate as in case of the

undamped plate. The bandwidth achieved equals 74 Hz, which is 2.5 times higher

than the bandwidth corresponding to the undamped plate. Figure 3 shows both open-

loops in a Bode diagram. The controller gain in case of the damped plate is increased

substantially with respect to the undamped plate, as a result of the damped

resonances. In addition, the pole(s) of the low-pass filter can be placed at higher

frequencies, because a major part of the occurring resonances is damped. This causes

less phase lag at the bandwidth and therefore it is easier to preserve the stability

margins and increase the bandwidth.

4 Conclusions

This paper shows a robust way to add damping to relatively flat positioning stages.

The damping reduces the amplitudes at resonance frequencies, through which the

Figure 2a: The damped plate model with four dampers added in z-direction

Figure 2b: Transfer function in z-direction, decoupled and with dampers added.
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controller gain can be increased. The results are a substantial bandwidth increase

which leads to faster responses to setpoints, smaller tracking errors and a better low-

frequent disturbance suppression. In general, this approach provides additional design

parameters to the mechanical engineer during the design phase of a positioning table.

The combination of a precision mechanical design extended with dampers that are

specifically designed for this positioning table leads to substantial performance

increase of the overall system.
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Figure 3: Bode diagrams of open loop. The dotted line represents the undamped plate and the

solid line represents the plate with the dampers. The bandwidth increase is indicated.


